OTARU

Stay for One Night, Two Nights...
A Spectacular Otaru Trip
Relax and Enjoy the Nostalgic City

The old-fashioned town scenery wherever you look is picture perfect. Enjoy the serenity and let time pass by slowly.
Walking the Exciting Streets

New Encounters
Walking Through the Streets

Colorful accessories, simple desserts, and retro shopping streets...

One of the good things about Otaru is there’s lots to see within walking distance. It’s exciting, like treasures in a city with history.

Former Tenya Railway

“The Former Tenya Railway” is the abandoned railway of the first railway in Hokkaido. Perfect for taking a walk as there’s a path alongside it. You can actually walk on the rails, so give it a try!

Sakaimochidori Shopping Street

Get off at your own leisure. Various buildings have been preserved and stand in rows, so you’ll be able to experience various shops.

Sun Mail Shopping Street

A shopping street where you can visit various stores. There’s a lot of character, so be careful not to get lost.

Hanzomonogora Shopping Street

A shopping street that has an old atmosphere. The street is dense with people, so take your time.

Tsubogashira (soldiers' quarters) Hanagata

A secret location that is a popular spot among local residents. It’s a beautiful place to take a stroll.

New Encounters
Walking Through the Streets

Local bosses are a great way to enjoy the sights of Otaru!

you can board from:
- Otaru Station
- JR Hakodate Station
- JR Chitose Station

Local bosses:
- Otaru Onsen Station
- Otaru Aquarium

The whole area, where it’s a church, drinking fountain, has a different feel each time you experience it. There’s lots of excitement.
How to Enjoy a Night Out in Otaru

A delicious meal, a good drink, and warmhearted people. All are essential to the nightlife of port town Otaru. Take advantage and enjoy the allure you can only find at night by walking the town. Amazing night spots have a different appeal than the day!

Staying Out All Night

Enjoy music!

Jazz? Rock? Enjoy a night with music!

Otara GOLDSTONE
A warehouse ballroom with a stage for live music at the end of the night. Enjoy a moment with your favorite music and throw away烦恼.

Otara Stall Village Renga Alley

13 food stalls that are reasonably priced so you can casually try any one of them and hop from one to another. Go alone or with a group.

Delicious Dinner

A good atmosphere that’s typical of Otaru. We hope you enjoy the night at any one of these restaurants!

1. SUSHI & GRILL IL ONAI
Enjoy Sashimi in the traditional setting and grill the fish with the fish. Lemon, a variety of seasonings and sauces are available.

2. Kazukike San-San
If you’re looking for yakitori in Otaru, look no further. Their chicken and beef Unable to drink in a variety of seasonings and sauces.

3. Otaru Stail Village Renas Alley
While enjoying any one of the food stalls, you can’t help but wonder about the one next door. There are 7 stalls located.

4. Sake Restaurant Fujirin
Enjoy the bar owner’s Japanese hospitality and delicious colder while drinking.

5. Yakimika Sanshiro
If you’re looking for yakitori in Otaru, look no further. Their chicken and beef Unable to drink in a variety of seasonings and sauces.

Classical Night Spots

A Walk Along the Canal at Night (Illuminated Canal)
The warehouse and light reflect in the water when the gas lamps are on. It’s a slightly romantic atmosphere. We especially recommend seeing it at dusk when the sky is still slightly blue.

Canal Night Cruise (approx. 40 min)
The night cruise along the glowing gas lamps can only be done from 4pm to 5pm. The different scenery compared to the daytime will surely make for a lasting memory.

Ri River Walk at Night
A good river walk that lets you feel the beat. The Ri River is a great route for a ride through the illuminated city at night. It is more relaxing.

Guided Walking Tour
Guided walking tour of Otaru’s historic buildings in the summer season.

Night View from Mr. Tenga (Teppanyaka Wey"
The city light’s spread out below is very similar to "One of the Three Great Night Views of Hakodate." Even the ride up the gondola is exciting!

for more information

Otara Portal Shopping/Out/All Night

Otara Beer
Great scenery to the atmosphere of a real German pub

BAR MODERN TIMES
A great bar that’s stylish, chic and cozy for a drink.
An Adventure in The Great Outdoors
Discover Otara's Magnificent Views!

Who will you share this view with? Sunset from Shukutsu Panorama Observatory

Sketch of the forest with mountain views

Riding the ski lifts with panoramic views of the bay

Ski slopes with panoramic views of the bay

Shukutsu Panorama Observatory

Otaru Sea Kayak

Temiya Park

Okusawa-Suganouchi

Ono Rice Terraces

Shiotsu Maruyama

Asari Sky Loop

Tenguyama Ski Resort

Be Moved by Nature

Otara is surrounded by both the sea and mountains, making it easy to access both. A nearby nature land that’s 30 min. away from the city’s center. You can enjoy yourself wherever you go, so get away from your everyday life and recharge.

Shukutsu Panorama Observatory
"Expansive view of Otara Port and Otaru City"

Downtown Sea Kayak
"Experience the beauty of the sea and the local culture"

Temiya Park
"Enjoy the peaceful atmosphere surrounded by beautiful nature"

Okusawa-Suganouchi
"Experience the beauty of the sea and the local culture"

Ono Rice Terraces
"Experience the beauty of the sea and the local culture"

Shiotsu Maruyama
"Experience the beauty of the sea and the local culture"

Asari Sky Loop
"Experience the beauty of the sea and the local culture"

Tenguyama Ski Resort
"Experience the beauty of the sea and the local culture"

Canal Cruise
"Experience the beauty of the sea and the local culture"

Mt. Shindo
"Experience the beauty of the sea and the local culture"

Be Empowered by Nature
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Enjoy Otara's fresh and in-season seafood at a reasonable price inside a casual and relaxed environment.

**Otara Masuzushi Main Restaurant**
TEL: +81-11-650-0408

**Otara Masuzushi Zen-an**
TEL: +81-11-650-0409

**Otara Takeno Sushi**
TEL: +81-11-650-0400

**Shikamazushi**
TEL: +81-11-650-0401

**Ramen Restaurant "MENYA"**
TEL: +81-11-650-0434

**SUSHI & GRILL IL ONAI**
TEL: +81-11-650-0444

**OTARU GRILL**
TEL: +81-11-650-0425

**Aozora Bistro & Guest House**
TEL: +81-11-650-0462

**Anake Yakisoba Nihimura**
TEL: +81-11-650-0463

**Gre- no- Genghis Khan**
TEL: +81-11-650-0454

**Nakya 'Yurakku' Otara Yuzen Sushino**
TEL: +81-11-650-0465

**Otsuka Bistro**
TEL: +81-11-650-0466

**Hao Chinese Restaurant**
TEL: +81-11-650-0467

**Sushi Go Round Wasedu Otara**
TEL: +81-11-650-0468

**THE BALL/RUNWIND HOTEL**
TEL: +81-11-650-0469

**Buffet Restaurant Sizle**
TEL: +81-11-650-0470

**Sonia Coffee**
TEL: +81-11-650-0471

**The Charmant Bedazzlers Wasedu WorlD**
TEL: +81-11-650-0472

**Casy Inn**
TEL: +81-11-650-0473

**Wagaya Kurosawa Main Restaurant**
TEL: +81-11-650-0474

**Otara Denzuki-koji**
TEL: +81-11-650-0475

**Sponge Soup**
TEL: +81-11-650-0476

**Kitsune**
TEL: +81-11-650-0477

**Kiku**
TEL: +81-11-650-0478

**Nikudai Bistro**
TEL: +81-11-650-0479

**Fuki Suisan**
TEL: +81-11-650-0480

**Wasedu Otara**
TEL: +81-11-650-0481

**Nikudai Denzuki-koji**
TEL: +81-11-650-0482
OTARU TAISHO GLASS
Feel the Beauty of the Taisho Period in the Present and Encounter Glass Filled with Dreams

1. Head store
2. Creative Glass Studio
3. Glass Beads Studio
4. Gallery "Gekkabijin"
5. Lamp Bead Studio
6. SORA
7. Utsuwaya
8. Shukigura
9. Kuboya (Established 1949 Former Kubo Store)
10. Mahalo
11. Kanzashiya
12. Hokkoriya
13. Sakamachi Store
14. Gallery "KURA"
15. Handmade Glass Studio

We accept reservations (including groups) for glass making experiences. In addition to the 15 stores in the city, there is also the Sapporo Factory Store and Noko Village Store.

For inquiries regarding tourism
Please note that the contents are subject to change without prior notice.

- Otaru International Information Center (Canal Plaza) tel. +81-134-33-1661
- Otaru Station Tourist Information Center tel. +81-134-29-1331
- Sakamachidori Street Tourist Information Center tel. +81-134-27-1135
- Otaru Tourism Association tel. +81-134-32-2510
- Otaru City Industry and Port Department tel. +81-134-32-4-1135 (ex.456)

HOKU-HOKO Building

Handmade Glass Studio

MAP: Otaru City central area and Taisho Glass Stores

Otaru Canal

11-1 Iromai, Otaru
TEL. +81-134-32-5101
info@otaru-glass.jp
http://www.otaru-glass.jp/

Anybody can use Wi-Fi in Sakamachidori Shopping Street!
[.Otaru_Free_Wi-Fi]

Available outdoors
Available in 14 languages

The above Taisho Glass Stores are listed as  on the center map.